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Learning objectives

- Understand what is and what is not self-plagiarism
Plagiarism and self-plagiarism: definition

- Plagiarism is letting the readers believe that you are the author of what they read though you are not.
- Self-plagiarism is letting the readers believe that what they read is a new input of yours though it’s not.
- Both can be done intentionally or by negligence.
Does everything should be new?

- Refering to our own previous works is quite inevitable and even useful
- Not a problem as long as it’s done appropriately
Solutions to self-plagiarism: self-quotation

- Extract highlighted in the text (e.g. in quotes, etc.) and referenced
- Doesn’t require an authorization (citation is a right)
- Problems:
  - too much self-quotation can be unacceptable to some editors
  - can be awkward
Solutions to self-plagiarism: paraphrase

- Extract rephrased and referenced but doesn’t need to be highlighted in the text
- Doesn’t require an authorization (citation is a right)
- Problems:
  - can’t always be done
  - result less clear or even altered
  - can be felt as a waste of time
Definition by the Text Recycling Research Project (TRRP):

“Text recycling is the reuse of textual material (prose, visuals, or equations) in a new document where (1) the material in the new document is identical to that of the source (or substantively equivalent in both form and content), (2) the material is not presented in the new document as a quotation (via quotation marks or block indentation), and (3) at least one author of the new document is also an author of the prior document.” (TRRP, 2020)
Text recycling ≠ self-plagiarism

- Self-plagiarism:
  - Unethical
  - Done intentionally or by negligence

- Text recycling:
  - Neutral term
  - May be appropriate or not according to different factors
Text recycling: guidelines

- TRRP is currently working on setting guidelines for editors and authors.
- Guidelines for editors by BioMed Central in collaboration with the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE):
  - "How much text is recycled"
  - Where in the article the text recycling occurs
  - Whether the source of the recycled text has been acknowledged
  - Whether the article is a research or non-research article
  - Whether there is a breach of copyright
  - In some circumstances, cultural norms at the time and place of publication" (BioMed Central)
Conclusion

- Self-plagiarism is a complex issue
  - Detect similarities is easy
  - Formally declare the presence of self-plagiarism is not easy
  - Each case must be handled individually

- Transparency: best cure against self-plagiarism
  - Be clear on your intentions
  - Communicate with the editors
  - Send copies of every of your related works when submitting
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